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PHYSIA MIMIK
innovation process : Reforming Kerato

 Demeral revolutionizes the reconstruction Mimik acts on the intimate structure of the hair
immediately returning it to a natural firmness and durability thanks to an innovative
process : Reforming the Kerato. The Kerato Reforming mimes the instant three-
dimensional architecture of the endogenous keratin structure of the hair is repaired and
filled with an effect proportional to the damage. The Kerato Reforming is the result of
constant R & D innovation DEMERAL targeted professional bases its effectiveness on 4
formulation studies harmonized with each other for the welfare of the stem. 

  REFORMING COMPLEX
keratin complex 
Rich in protein complex in Eco spray. The bricks protein keratin derived are actively
transported and released in an intelligent way where the hair fiber is damaged. The bio-
functionalized vehicle allows immediate integration and repair proportional to the damage,
restoring the hair uniformity of surface and structural compactness. Contains: Amino Acids
and Peptides from pluridimensione Keratin, Arginine, Arginine Cl, Betaine, Magnesium,
Zinc, Iron, Copper, Argan oil by cold pressing.
Container: 100 ml bottle. 

  REFORMING SHAMPOO
bathroom gluco- keratin 
Treating formula that contains sugar and protein. The fine and creamy foam allows a deep
cleaning but gentle, able to guarantee a perfect cleansing associated to an action of
further fastening the bricks protein in the areas of the hair more exposed and damaged.
Contains: Surfactants sugars and proteins, peptides pluridimensione from Keratin, Wheat
Protein, Argan Oil by cold pressing.
packaging: bottles of 200 and 100 ml. 

  REFORMING F MOUSSE
echo mousse fine hair 
Modern Eco- Mousse formulated for the reforming of fine hair and medium-fine. The
formula provides complete and the supply of protein building blocks specific to the hair
fiber, guaranteeing the same nourishment and protection. Instantly restores softness and
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lightness, restoring the hair to its natural characteristics of body, volume and shine.
Contains: Peptides from pluridimensione Keratin, Panthenol, Arginine, Arginine Cl, Argan
oil by cold pressing.
Package : ecomousse 150 ml. 

  REFORMING G MOUSSE
echo big hair mousse 
Modern Eco- Mousse formulated for the Reforming of big hair and mediogrossi. The
formula provides complete and the supply of protein building blocks specific to the hair
fiber, guaranteeing the same nourishment and protection. Instantly restores softness and
lightness, restoring the hair to its natural characteristics of uniformity, volume and shine.
Contains: Peptides from pluridimensione Keratin, Panthenol, Arginine Cl, Argan oil by cold
pressing.
Package : ecomousse 150 ml. 

  REFORMING OLIGO
mineralizing fluid 
Supplement of nutrition in Eco spray. Remineralises the hair making valuable trace
elements capable of ensuring deep hydration and consolidation of the process of
reforming Kerato. The formula contains and brings additional bricks protein assimilated so
amplified by the presence of Argan oil. A fluid that covers all the needs of a broad
spectrum of nutrition and hydration of the hair. Contains: Panthenol, Keratin Peptides from
pluridimensione, Betaine, Magnesium, Zinc, Iron, Copper, Argan oil by cold pressing.
Container: 100 ml bottle. 
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